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The latest addition to our Mighty Heat range is the FF80, a category leading 80kW heater 
capable of delivering massive volumes of warm air.

Manufactured here in the UK, the FF80 is designed and built to withstand the rigors 
associated with industrial use. With a powerful backward curved impeller housed in an 
all steel chassis, the FF80 is an industrial heater that delivers 80kW of dry, safe, fume 
free heat at up to 6000m 3 /hr against a pressure drop of 600 Pa. With this sort of 
performance the FF80 is capable of ducting warm air great distances, allowing it to 
deliver heat whilst being positioned remotely.

Full electronic control from a user friendly touchscreen allows the user to easily adjust 
the airflow or delta T to suit the specific requirements of the application or switch 
between the chassis mounted thermostat or a remote thermostat, while a host of over 
temperature features ensure the unit runs safely. 

The onboard computer also alerts users when an incorrect shutdown procedure has 
been carried out too, a useful feature when the units are part of a hire fleet.
Fitted with large, locking castors and built around a welded steel chassis which includes 
lifting eyes and forklift pockets the FF80 is an easily manoeuvrable machine that also 
comes with a 600MM spigot as standard.
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Mighty Heat
FF80 125A Three Phase Industrial Heater

Specifications at a glance
  80kW of safe, fume free, warm air
  Up to 6000 M3/hr airflow
  Adjustable heat and airflow
  Touch screen control
  Chassis mount and remote thermostat 

control
  Can be used to maintain room 

temperature, airflow or delta T
  Remote thermostat included
  Castors, lifting eyes and forklift pockets
  All steel construction
  Outlet spigot
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